Abstract: With conventional digital computing technology reaching its limits, there has been a renaissance in analog computing across a wide range of physical substrates. In this talk I will introduce the concept of Physical Neural Networks [1] and describe a method my group has developed to train any complex physical system to perform as a neural network for machine-learning tasks. We have tested our method experimentally with three different systems – one mechanical, one electronic, and one photonic – and have been able to show MNIST handwritten-digit classification using each of these systems, despite the fact that none of the systems were initially designed to do machine learning. I will describe several possible future research directions on Physical Neural Networks, including the potential to create large-scale photonic accelerators for server-side machine learning [2], smart sensors that pre-process acoustic, microwave or optical signals in their native domain before digitization, new kinds of quantum neural network that don’t require a carefully engineered quantum computer, and generally the prospect to endow analog physical systems with new, unexpected functionality.
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